Dipolar solvation dynamics in room temperature ionic liquids: an effective medium calculation using dielectric relaxation data.
Solvation dynamics in four imidazolium cation based room temperature ionic liquids (RTIL) have been calculated by using the recently measured dielectric relaxation data [ J. Phys. Chem. B 2008, 112, 4854 ] as an input in a molecular hydrodynamic theory developed earlier for studying solvation energy relaxation in polar solvents. Coumarin 153 (C153), 4-aminophthalimide (4-AP), and trans-4-dimethylamino-4'-cyanostilbene (DCS) have been used as probe molecules for this purpose. The medium response to a laser-excited probe molecule in an ionic liquid is approximated by that in an effective dipolar medium. The calculated decays of the solvent response function for these RTILs have been found to be biphasic and the decay time constants agree well with the available experimental and computer simulation results. Also, no probe dependence has been found for the average solvation times in these ionic liquids. In addition, dipolar solvation dynamics have been predicted for two other RTILs for which experimental results are not available yet. These predictions should be tested against experiments and/or simulation studies.